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A LIFESTYLE
Water the most silent seed.
Give a child what children need:
A peaceful place to grow and bloom,
Love, respect, a little room
To find their voices, find their words,
Reaching up toward soaring birds;
Love for family, young and old,
Listening as hearts unfold,
Respect for beauty, looking, learning,
For our planet, ever turning;
Love for this world that we share,
And all our neighbors, everywhere;
Fine design and thoughtful art
To spur the mind and touch the heart.
Older now, we still may grow;
We’ve more to feel and more to know.
At every age, take time to play;
The old are young that live that way.
Enjoy some calm and concentration,
Explore your own imagination.
Give yourself the time and room
To let your own soul grow and bloom.
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WOMAN OWNED,
MOTHER RUN

Over twenty five years ago, I wanted to create a new
paradigm for what it meant to be a working mother.
I refused to accept the compromise of work versus familyI was determined to have it all in one place, one selfperpetuating organism. I made my office in the basement,
where I could be close to my kids and they could
experience and help us with what we did. I never worried
about what the business looked like to others; there was
no hiding the fact that I had kids and dogs running and
barking in the background, or that my mother might walk
into the office during a meeting. I embraced this early
chaotic mix as my brand, and I was proud of it.
My husband Saxton and I put in long hours and we
depended on the help of our neighbors, friends and family.
Our life was inseparable from our work. Raising three
children in the same realm as a home-based business
clarified our values as parents. We wanted to encourage
creative thinking, open ended play, and meaningful
communication in the products we developed. Telling
stories with our children, finding interesting objects in
nature, always talking and working on projects together
informed and inspired what is now the eeBoo line.
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OUR
VISION

To inspire
and support a
lifetime of empathy,
creativity and
curiosity.
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OUR
MISSION

To create beautiful products
to be enjoyed and shared
across generations.
Old School skills and values
made fresh and made to last with
sustainably sourced materials.
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1996
2001

OUR
TIMELINE

Twins arrive, 3 children under 3.
Charting a new paradigm: running
a creative business and making
time to get down on the floor
and play.

1998
In the heyday of licensing, eeBoo
commissions only original art from
well-loved, award-winning children’s
book illustrators.

New York City woman
has a baby and starts a
business.

1994

2002
eeBoo moves office from twin’s
bedroom to basement and commits
to sustainably sourced materials

1999

Happy and making things- Eyck is
born. Eeboo receives first of over
500 Oppenheim best toy awards

eeBoo creates products
introducing written words to very
early learners. People say “…But two
year olds can’t read,” and we say
“So we read to them.”
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Weekend escapes to the
countryside: no screens, plenty of
art supplies, and freedom. eeBoo
begins to develop a “Curriculum
for the Whole Child” with help from
gifted teachers, psychologists,
artists, parents and children.

2003

2017
2008

US invades Iraq and Afghanistan.
eeBoo creates what becomes its
signature product, I Never Forget
a Face, to remind people that
beautiful children live everywhere
in the world, including those
places where we are at war.

2005

As our kids learn more about
the world we share, eeBoo adds
to its maps, geography games,
and activities introducing foreign
languages.

2014

eeBoo gives birth to Piece & Love,
”Jigsaw puzzles made fresh,” making
us a lifestyle brand for all ages,
bringing beautiful, well-made
products to support our customer’s
interests while offering opportunities
to engage with family and friends
across generations.

2020

eeBoo moves out of the basement
and into a grand converted
ballroom. The industry trend is craft
kits; we expand into beautiful high
quality materials for making art and
non-directed creative play.

2007

eeBoo develops fresh and
challenging natural history products
to help children better understand
the natural world and inspire them
to protect the planet.

Kids leave home and, upon
reflection, we gain a new
perspective on a child’s
developmental arc and the
importance of social navigation
and emotional intelligence.
“Conversation Cards,” designed
to address these issues for
all learning levels, becomes
one of our most useful and
differentiated lines.

An upside down year! eeBoo goes
remote; Mia and Sax work from the
Barn in Massachusetts and start
robust Direct-to-Consumer business
as sales and staff double. Lockdown
with family (three grown children,
ninety year old grandparents and
Bingo) puts intergenerational play
and communication skills to the test.
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OLD SCHOOL VALUES

Old School values include:
A sense of Community—from family to neighborhood
to planet. This is predicated on Respect For Others
and drives Good Citizenship as well as Social and
Environmental Responsibility.
The importance of Conversation, Good Listening,
Creative Self Expression, and Thoughtful
Communication across Generations, all of which
facilitate Learning, Cooperation, and a deeper
understanding of others and the world we share.
Honoring and taking pride in Hard Work, Quality, and
Craftsmanship. We know the importance of taking
extra care to do a job well, both how it makes us feel,
and the love and respect it conveys to others.
At eeBoo, we consider the term
Old School to be a compliment.
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THINGS
WE BELIEVE

Empathy is an essential skill.
The earth’s resources are precious.
Our world is beautiful because of its diversity.
Imagination, Curiosity and Respect should always be
supported.
Life and Play should be experienced away
from screens.
To cultivate a sense of beauty in a
child is a great gift.
There is always more to learn.
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WHERE
WE WORK

eeBoo began in our
home, and so our studio
has always been a place
of warmth and creativity,
full of beautiful and
interesting things that
inspire us.
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WHAT
I LOVE
I grew up with the tradition of making
things for people that you love. To
this day, things that were made for me
remain my most treasured possessions.
When I go looking for inspiration, my
favorite objects have clearly been
made by an adult for a special child.
They carry the patina of having been
well loved themselves, cared for and
saved, probably for a lifetime.

Bright colors + simple shapes
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Handmade Educational Toys

Bean Bags

Quiet Skill Building Activities

Embroidered Childrens Clothes

Stripes

Material to Make Art

Unusual Forms

Great Packaging

Mischievous Expressions

Things That Roll
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WHAT
WE DO
Very Young
For years we made things that
our children would enjoy and
benefit from. As they grew
up and we grew older, we
continued to create things
that would enhance the lives
we were living. These products
align with our values as
individuals, as a family, and as
part of a larger community.
Our customers share these
values and appreciate that our
brand embodies a lifestyle that
they want to participate in.
Everything we make is designed
to be beautiful and useful.
eeBoo brings people of all ages
together to share a richer and
more communicative life.

Games

Pretend Play
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Books

Basic Skills

Social & Emotional Learning

Making Art

K ids Puzzles

Piece & Love
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Artwork
Design
A Curriculum for the Whole Child
Experience and Expertise
Social Navigation and Emotional
Development
Respect for Diversity
Intergenerational & Screen Free
Piece & Love
Sustainable & Safe
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POINTS OF PRIDE 1.

Artwork

eeBoo commissions original art from
well-known and well-loved children’s
book illustrators, many of whom have
received the Caldecott medal, New
York Time Best Illustrated Book Award,
or other significant honors. With the
introduction of Piece & Love, we are
seeking out a new universe of talent,
introducing emerging and established
artists from around the world. We work
collaboratively to create nuanced,
vibrant and distinctive imagery.
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Design

As designers, we draw our inspiration
from the rich history of textiles, folk art
and art history, scouring flea markets for
bits of beautiful ephemera: Russian candy
wrappers, patterns on old china, early
engravings, and forgotten graphics that we
creatively reimagine. An eeBoo product is
immediately recognizable because of the
depth of our design and the breadth
of our influences.
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Tools not rules for selfdirected learning to nurture
initiative, imagination,
cooperation, associative
thinking, innovation, &
problem solving

Understanding
social
expectations
& emotional cues enhances
socialization, self-confidence,
cooperation, empathy,
& interpretive skills

LIT
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Inspiring curiosity
in S.T.E.M. fields (Science,
Technology, Engineering,
& Math) brings
thoughtful engagement
with the world & new
concepts

CE

Practice in negotiating
the physical world
develops tactile
intelligence &
dexterity

Understanding
color, shape,
pattern & drawing
develops right-brain
function, spatial
logic & visual acuity

Experience with
sequencing,
phonetics,
storytelling, &
the alphabet
provide a crucial
foundation for
learning
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Explore our planet, its
cultures, geography
& natural wonders,
while learning social
responsibility, & respect
for our neighbors & for
the earth
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POINTS OF PRIDE 3.

A Curriculum
For The Whole Child

eeBoo has designed a curriculum of early learning
games and activities that develop confidence
and mastery of essential skills. From simple
object manipulation to the abstract complexities
of emotional and social intelligence, eeBoo offers
moments of self-discovery, skill building, and
opportunities for communication.
Our products build a foundation for independent
creative problem solving, literacy, social
navigation, cooperation, respect, and an
appreciation of the planet we all share. eeBoo
products are adaptable to a variety of learning
levels and needs.
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POINTS OF PRIDE 4.

Experience &
Expertise

eeBoo products are developed
in consultation with educators,
psychologists, writers, artists, parents,
and children. In this open, dynamic
process we try to practice the values
we espouse, carefully listening to our
collaborators and arriving together at
the best outcome: products that will
engage, delight, challenge and inform.
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POINTS OF PRIDE 5.

Social Navigation &
Emotional Development
For All Learning Levels

eeBoo activities build confidence as they
establish familiarity with the concepts
necessary for the mastery of essential
skills, including social competencies which
help make learning possible: respect,
tolerance, patience, empathy, emotional
intelligence, and the ability to read social
cues. eeBoo’s line of Emotional Literacy
and Social Navigation products foster
essential conversations. Because these
skills may be mastered over a wide
spectrum of ages, our products are
designed for all learning levels.
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POINTS OF PRIDE 6.

Respect For
Diversity

eeBoo wants everyone to be able to
recognize themselves in the illustrations
we commission for our products and
packaging. At every developmental
level, we have always offered images
that normalize inclusion and encourage
empathy across our beautiful
differences.
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POINTS OF PRIDE 7.

Intergenerational
& Screen Free

Our traditional formats are ideal for time
spent with family and friends, promoting
cooperation and conversation while also
offering opportunities for independent
and imaginative play.
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POINTS OF PRIDE 8.

Piece & Love

After decades of creating products for children,
in 2018 eeBoo launched Piece & Love, Jigsaw
Puzzles Made Fresh, to find a home for higher
piece-count puzzles for an adult audience,
staking out new territory in a
well-entrenched marketplace.
Piece & Love instantly differentiated itself
through its quality of design, thoughtful original
art, sustainable materials, and rich subject matter.
Aiming to appeal to a predominantly female
consumer, Piece & Love explores nature, politics,
science, cultural diversity, and other intriguing
themes of particular interest to women while
offering opportunities for mindfulness, relaxation,
and family time. Piece & Love is now recognized
as a natural expansion of the eeBoo
lifestyle into adulthood.
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POINTS OF PRIDE 9.

Safe &
Sustainable

Committed from the beginning to responsible
sourcing and manufacturing, eeBoo uses 90%
recycled board and vegetable inks to make
the vast majority of our products. We avoid
unnecessary packaging or plastic components,
and our products are so well made that they can
be handed down and used again and again.
Our products are FSC Forest Management
Certified, confirming that our paper comes from
forests being managed to preserve biological
diversity and benefit the lives of local people and
workers, while sustaining economic viability.
eeBoo is safety tested beyond the most
stringent safety standards.
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WHO
ARE YOU?

You buy fewer but better things.
You support small businesses.
You take time to share meals with family and friends.
You put children’s artwork on the wall.
You get down on the floor to play.
You love color and care about good design.
You appreciate what the past can teach us.
You are concerned about the future.
You want to see justice in the world.
You see beauty in difference.
You love your imagination.
You care about the health of the planet.
You appreciate the details.
You enjoy a good story.
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WE ARE

We are a small gem of a team located in a turn of the century ballroom in
upper Manhattan. Because of our size, and sometimes in spite of it, we are
nimble, able to change course and innovate both in our business practices and
our product development. We work collaboratively in small groups and as a
larger team, fostering gregarious participation and creative group thinking. We
are adventurous and fanciful in introducing new formats, consistently surprising
our customers by bringing something fresh to our marketplace. We are vocal
about the issues we care about and, when we speak out, we do so authentically
with the goal of improving the lives of others by inviting honest, passionate, and
heartfelt conversations.
For over 27 years we have made products that reflect our personal commitment
to family, community, cooperation, inclusion, respect, and the power of honest
communication. We believe that being able to tell a story, express your feelings,
and to speak up for yourself and others are basic skills that need to be
nourished throughout one’s life. Our products teach and reinforce these skills
while providing opportunities to connect with others. eeBoo celebrates the
gloriousness of diversity and difference, and our thoughtfully designed products
respect the intelligence, curiosity, and developmental needs of children of all
ages and learning levels.
Our customers range from very small family-owned shops to larger chains, but
we always design with individuals in mind. We prioritize detail and craftmanship
and are proud to say we espouse values like the importance of a job well done,
a lifetime commitment to education, and the powers of creativity and curiosity.
We embed learning in all that we do, and we do it in a way that is beautiful and
kind. Our motto is Always Good, which to eeBoo means we will always make good
things and always feel good about how they are made.
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